Course Outline

1. **Review of Cost-Benefit Analysis**


2. **Input-Output Analysis**


3. **Input-Output Applications**


Discharges," *Environmental Science and Technology*, 29 (9): 420A-426A.


4. **Mid-term Examination**

5. **Introduction to Hedonic Analysis**


6. **Hedonic Analysis of Environmental Attributes**


7. **Hedonic Analysis of Public Expenditures**


8. **Hedonic Analysis of Selected Human Capital Issues**


   James, E., N. Al-Salam, J. Conaty and D. To, "College Quality and Future Earnings:

9. **Hedonic Analysis of Risk and the Implicit Value of Life**


10. **Hedonic Analysis of Segregation & Discrimination**


Madden, J. “Differences in the Success of NFL Coaches by Race, 1990-2002,” Journal of
11. **Final Examination**